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Abstract Development of large code bases is extremely difficult. The main cause of this situation is that the internal dependencies in a large code body become unwieldy in management. This calls for methods and tools that support software development managers in maintaining properly ordered connections within the source code. We propose a method and a static module system KOTEK to facilitate high and medium level management of such source code dependencies. The system enforces all dependencies to be clearly declared. Since KOTEK is also a build system, it automatically enforces these declarations to be up-to-date. Moreover, KOTEK allows advanced software engineering constructions like parameterisation of large code fragments with respect to some functionality.

1 Introduction

Big source code bases are extremely difficult to develop and maintain. Thus, a proper management of the code is needed [PC90]. There are various ways to organise the code. In object-oriented languages, the most basic ones are objects (or classes). The objects or classes are usually considered as low-level units, though, so they are grouped in components, packages or modules.

The power of the organisation mechanism depends on the way the grouping affects the code and is imposed on the code. For instance the tools which are based on UML or Semantic Web ontologies provide grouping in the design stage of software production but are weakly enforced in the development and maintenance stages. Moreover, they do not encourage comprehensive arrangement of construction blocks and so complicated diagrams are commonly encountered.

Moreover, the flexibility of these design standards and programming language grouping constructs like packages make it easy to build circular dependencies. The experience in software development shows that circular dependencies cause problems [SM03,Fow01] so the DAG-based coding pattern occurs often in project design guidelines [Mar02,Kno01,Com05]. Cyclic dependencies are regarded as a
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strong factor in measures of code complexity [TT01] especially when maintain-
ability of the code is of the main interest [Jun02]. Moreover, the presentation of
code dependencies in form of a DAG has already been used in the context of
support for maintainability [BR01].

We propose a system KOTEK which assists in maintaining the code structure
and in organising knowledge within a software project. It ensures the match
between the description of the organisation and the code since it is a tool that
builds the final application. All kinds of dependencies are based on the tree or
DAG structure here. Moreover, we impose the rule that each component may
consist of at most seven items [Mil56,Don02].

The basic unit of code organisation in KOTEK is called a module. KOTEK
has two perspectives of code organisation. They correspond to a different ba-
sic source code organisation activities. The first one, vertical, allows to abstract
knowledge about the modelled fragment of the real world. The second one, ho-
- rizontal, describes functional dependencies between the abstracted notions. This
division separates two basic modes of thinking. The first one focuses on the in-
ternal structure of the defined computing notion, and the second one focuses on
the relations with other pieces of the software. Other Java module systems did not
consider explicitly this code organisation facets [CBGM03,IT02, AZ01].

As KOTEK is a build tool, it is related to ant, make and maven. The main
difference is that these tools operate on files only while KOTEK performs se-
mental checks. Thus, it gives an additional control power for a code manager.

2 Gentle introduction to KOTEK

In this section we describe the most important aspects of using the KOTEK
tool through consecutive refactoring of an example of a simple database client
application.

KOTEK builds the application making sure that all dependencies are de-
clared and that their structure follows the structure described in Sect. 1. The
invocation of KOTEK in the root directory of the project, makes it recursively
build all components and combine them (link) into the resulting object file.
The order of the building process and dependencies between modules must be
described in the file .kotek, which is located in the project’s root directory.

The first example. In this section we use the simplest version of our sample
application. Its main .kotek file can be seen in Fig. 1 left.

The first line of this file says that in order to build our project, one needs
external libraries JDBC and Swing. Next, one has to build the module DataModel
using JDBC, the module UI using Swing, and Logic using Swing together with
just built DataModel and UI. The final product of our code is the module Logic,
which provides a class with the main method.

Apart from being a building instruction, the .kotek file provides an overview
of the main dependencies of the project which helps in understanding of the code.

Since DataModel, UI and Logic may be large pieces of code, they can also
be divided into submodules and KOTEK can be used to manage the order of
their building and their dependencies. We assume that larger modules lie in the
corresponding subdirectories and each subdirectory contains the local .kotek
file. For example, in the Logic directory, this file may look like in Fig. 1 right.
The Logic component contains 3 sub-modules: DataManip, UILogic and App.

Note that our modules DataModel and UI are treated inside Logic as external
ones and the implementation of Logic has no access to their internal details.

The hierarchical structure of .kotek files permits a person who wants to
learn the code (e.g. a new developer) to read it in a needed level of details and
only in the branches that are interesting at the moment.

Abstraction and programming with variants. Sometimes, almost identical code
is used in several places of the whole project. This code must be placed in a
separate organisational unit. This is done by abstraction. As the way the code
is used in different places may differ, it is useful to have more than one run-time
component derived from a single piece of the source code (for example, it is the
case when one wants to provide several versions of the application, for different
graphical environments). In KOTEK, such multiple products of a single piece of
the source code are called views. Each view may have different dependencies, as
it is the case in the final version of our example in Fig. 2.

In the example, we replace a single UI module from Fig. 1 by two modules:
UICommon and UIJ2SE. The first one provides only the abstract window interface
used in our application. The interface can be understood as a Java package
containing only class interfaces. The second module, UIJ2SE, provides the im-
plementation of the abstract interface, based on Swing. Both modules are then
passed on to the Logic component.

Moreover, we add a .NET frontend based on Form to our application. Multi-
ple views are used in two components in this version of our application. First,
the two related modules, UICommon and UIJ2SE, have been joined into a big-
ger component UI, which got the third sub-module Dotnet, implementing the
Common contract using Forms. The code that is the same in J2SE and Dotnet
has been extracted to the module Utils. Apart from the latter, the other three
modules are exported as three products of the UI components.

The Logic component changed accordingly: the UILogic is based on the
common interface as before, and there are now two final modules AppJ2SE and
AppDotnet, depending on suitable graphic toolkits and instantiated UILogic.
In the main .kotek file the dependencies of the modules UI and Logic are listed twice. The first time, in the absbuild command (a shorthand for abstract build), which causes a recursive build of the component but without the final linking phase. The second time, they are used as arguments of the create command which performs the linking. Note that by analysing the dependencies in the .kotek file alone it can be seen that the J2SE version of the application does not depend on Forms and that the Dnet version does not depend on Swing.

3 Technical overview

The KOTEK tool is not limited to a particular programming language, even though we specifically thought of needs of large Java projects while designing it. It consists of four language layers, two of which are intermediate and hence practically invisible for users. These are (N) native (object files) e.g. Java, (M) low-level abstract (.ms files) invisible, (L) linker instructions (.cc and .ld files) invisible, (K) .kotek files.

The (M) level provides the detailed description of the interfaces of modules that define dependencies outlined in Sect. 1. The description language is independent from the source language. The (L) level is the list of instructions for the linker, connecting formal parameters of modules to their actual dependencies. Formally, it just binds to new names the applications of functions to arguments.

The input for KOTEK is the list of object files of the module's dependencies, together with their contracts (.ms files) and type sharing information between the dependencies (in the .cc files). The output is the final object code and a pertinent .ms file with interface specification. The information is processed between the four layers as follows:

native reader compiles source code only modules (without .kotek files) and derives .ms files for them,
native linker links the object code of the submodules into the object code of the module, according to the linker instructions in the .ld file,
linker links the .ms files of the submodules into the .ms file of the module, according to the linker instructions in the .ld file,
KOTEK main transforms the input .cc file and .kotek into .cc of each sub-module, runs KOTEK recursively, then builds the .ld file and calls the linkers to build the resulting .ms and object files.

Note that only the two first transformations are language specific and hence in order to use the KOTEK method for other programming languages, one only has to provide these two. Note also that it is possible to implement only part of the functionality for a given programming language (for example without abstract modules and views) and still benefit from other advantages of KOTEK.

4 Conclusions

Prototype. The KOTEK method is actively used in ComArch research laboratory to manage an actively developed Ocean GenRap business intelligence platform
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Figure 2. Two versions of UI.
prototype, the project of about 210 000 lines of mostly Java code. It is managed using about a 100 .kotek files of total length of 1700 lines, so less than 1%. Even though not all features presented in the paper are implemented in the KOTEK prototype, it already proves to be a great help in learning the code by new developers and in managing the code by component owners.
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